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We study the time evolution of four distance measures in the presence of initial system-
environment correlations. It is well-known that the trace distance between two quantum states
of an open system may increase due to initial correlations which leads to a breakdown of the con-
tractivity of the reduced dynamics. Here we compare and analyze, for two different models, the time
evolution of the trace distance, the Bures metric, the Hellinger distance and the Jensen-Shannon
divergence regarding an increase above their initial values, witnessing initial correlations. This work
generalizes, deepens and corrects the study performed by Dajka et al. [Phys. Rev. A 84 032120
(2011)] and thereby reveals generic features of the considered distance measures with respect to the
capability of detecting initial system-environment correlations.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Yz, 03.65.Ta, 03.67.Pp
I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction of a physical system with an external
environment is a general feature of almost any theoreti-
cal and experimental framework. In the quantum realm,
the study of such an interaction and its consequences
are of paramount importance in understanding the very
core of quantum dynamics [1], its potential application
to information processing [2] and its rôle in fundamental
phenomena such as efficient energy transfer [3], thermal-
ization [4], or quantum memory effects [5]. Although the
presence of an environment usually leads to decoherence
of the open quantum system [6], in many cases the inter-
action with a reservoir can also enhance certain quantum
features in the open system dynamics [7] and provide
also some insight into environmental properties [8]. It is
therefore not surprising that the analysis of open quan-
tum system dynamics attracts a great deal of attention.
In particular, many efforts have been recently devoted to
the study of non-Markovian effects in the time evolution
of a composite quantum system [9, 10], also in connection
to the presence of correlations [11–13].
It is known that dynamical memory effects can be
quantified in terms of the increases of the trace distance
between two open quantum system states evolving under
the same dynamical map [9]. In addition, an increases
of this distance measure above its initial value witnesses
the presence of initial system-environment correlations
[14–16]. This property is obtained employing the subad-
ditivity of the trace distance DT with respect to tensor
products (1), the triangle inequality (2) and contractivity
under completely positive dynamical maps (3), i.e.
DT (ρ1 ⊗ σ1, ρ2 ⊗ σ2) ≤ DT (ρ1, ρ2) +DT (σ1, σ2) , (1)
DT (ρ1, ρ2) ≤ DT (ρ1, ρ3) +DT (ρ3, ρ2) , (2)
DT (Λρ1,Λρ2) ≤ DT (ρ1, ρ2) . (3)
From these relations one obtains the following upper
bound for the increase of the trace distance with respect
to its initial value,
DT
(
ρ
(1)
S (t), ρ
(2)
S (t)
)−DT (ρ(1)S (0), ρ(2)S (0))
≤
2∑
k=1
DT
(
ρ
(k)
SE(0), ρ
(k)
S (0)⊗ ρ(k)E (0)
)
+DT
(
ρ
(1)
E (0), ρ
(2)
E (0)
)
, (4)
where ρ(k)S(E)(t) = TrE(S)ρ
(k)
SE(t) denote the marginals of
the total quantum states. Since DT
(
ρSE , ρS ⊗ ρE
)
can
be interpreted as a measure for the total amount of cor-
relations in the state ρSE , inequality (4) shows that an
increase of the trace distance over its initial value implies
that there must be either correlations in at least one ini-
tial state ρ(k)SE(0) or the environmental states are different.
The behavior of the trace distance has been extensively
studied for several physical models [12, 17, 18].
Despite its operational interpretation as a measure of
distinguishability, the trace distance is clearly not the
only existing distance measure for two quantum states.
Indeed, some comparative studies of other distance mea-
sures with respect to their sensitivity to initial system-
environment correlations have been performed for some
simple composite systems [19]. These analyses, how-
ever, represent only a first step towards a full qualitative
and quantitative comparison, and the few results which
are available yet do not provide a clear picture which
could motivate the choice of a particular measure rather
than any other. In particular, in [19] such a compari-
son has been performed for the dynamics of a two-level
atom interacting with a reservoir of modes, providing for
the first time an outlook of quantitative differences of
four distance measures on a particular class of correlated
atom-field states. In the first part of this work we cor-
rect, deepen and generalize the analysis carried out in
Ref. [19]. To this end we perform, for the special class
of quantum dynamics for a two-level system known as
dephasing process [1, 20], an extended numerical com-
parison of the sensitivity to initial correlations of the four
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2distance measures treated in Ref. [19], which gives strong
numerical evidences of two well-separated classes of be-
haviors. We stress here that these two classes have not
been detected in [19] where, on the contrary, the authors
claim that the four considered measures show qualita-
tively the same sensitivity.
The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II we intro-
duce the physical system and define the four measures of
interest. The numerical comparison of these measures is
presented in Sec. III, where the main results of the pa-
per are shown. These results are discussed in Sec. IV,
where we provide a physical picture, studying the time
evolution of the atom-field entanglement. In Sec. V we
perform a similar numerical analysis on a two-level sys-
tem with a spin bath which confirms and strengthens our
previous results. Finally, some remarks and conclusions
are drawn in Sec. VI.
II. PHYSICAL MODEL AND DISTANCE
MEASURES
In this section we analyze an open quantum two-level
system which interacts with a finite bosonic environment.
The spin system, which can be given for example by two
internal degrees of freedom of an atom, is coupled to a
single mode electromagnetic field yielding a pure dephas-
ing process of the open system. Related models have
been extensively studied in the last years [18, 21] thanks
to their relative simplicity, the strong experimental con-
nection and their rich variety of behaviors. The complete
Hamiltonian of these kind of systems is given by
H = HS ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗HE + σz ⊗HI , (5)
where HS = σz is the free Hamiltonian of the two-
level system and the environmental Hamiltonian satisfies
HE = ωa†a. The interaction term yielding the dephas-
ing is given by HI = g0(a+ a†), where g0 determines the
coupling strength between system and environment.
In Ref. [19], this model has been used to perform a com-
parative study of different distance measures in terms of
their qualitative behavior in the presence of initial corre-
lations. Starting from a total initial state (atom+field)
of the form
|Ψλ(0)〉 = b1|e〉 ⊗ |0〉+ b2|g〉 ⊗ |Ωλ〉 , (6)
where |e〉 (|g〉) refers to the excited (ground) state of
the two-level system, |Ωλ〉 = C−1λ {(1− λ)|0〉+ λ|z〉} is a
field state given as a coherent superposition of the vac-
uum state |0〉 and a generic field state |z〉, λ ∈ [0, 1] and
Cλ =
√
(1− λ)2 + λ2 + 2λ(1− λ)Re〈0|z〉, the authors of
Ref. [19] compared and analyzed the capability of an in-
crease above the initial value of different distance mea-
sures for the corresponding open system states. Such an
increase is a witness for initial system-environment cor-
relations. Due to the very definition of |Ψλ(0)〉, the con-
stant λ plays the rôle of a correlation parameter as any
nonzero value of λ results in an entangled and, there-
fore, correlated total initial state. Moreover, it can be
shown that the initial correlations are a monotonically
increasing function of λ with respect to some quantifier
of bipartite entanglement (see Sec. IV). Our aim is to
extend and generalize the study presented in Ref. [19] in
order to provide more physical insight into the various
behaviors of the different distance measures.
To this end, we consider the following generalized class
of initial states for the total system defined by
|ΨλU (0)〉 = b1
(
u11|e〉+ u21|g〉
)⊗ |0〉
+ b2
(
u12|e〉+ u22|g〉
)⊗ |Ωλ〉 . (7)
States of this class are obtained applying a generic local
unitary transformation U = U⊗1E with U =
(
u11 u12
u21 u22
)
to
the state |Ψλ(0)〉 in Eq. (6). We assume that the unitary
time evolution of these states is still characterized by the
Hamiltonian (5), so that the reduced state of the open
system at time t, which are obtained by tracing out the
environmental degrees of freedom of the states |ΨλU (0)〉,
obeys
ρλS(t) =
(
pe BλU (t)
BλU (t)∗ 1− pe
)
, (8)
when the eigenstates of σz are identified with the stan-
dard basis of R2. The coherence factor BλU (t) is specified
by the correlation parameter λ, the local unitary U , the
weights of the coherent superposition b1 and b2 and the
generic field state |z〉. More precisely, for a coherent state
|z〉 of the bosonic field, one obtains
BλU (t) =〈−α(t)|α(t)〉 ·
{
|b1|2u11u∗21 +
(|b2|C−1λ (1− λ))2
· u12u∗22 + C−1λ (1− λ)
[
u11u
∗
22b1b
∗
2 + u12u∗21b∗1b2
]}
+ 〈−α(t)|z + α(t)〉 · λC−1λ A(t)u12
·
{
|b2|2C−1λ (1− λ)u∗22 + b∗1b2u∗21
}
+ 〈z − α(t)|z + α(t)〉 · (λC−1λ A(t)|b2|)2u12u∗22
+ 〈z − α(t)|α(t)〉 · λC−1λ A(t)u∗22
·
{
|b2|2C−1λ (1− λ)u12 + b1b∗2u11
}
, (9)
where α(t) = g0ω−1(1 − eiωt), A(t) = e
1
2 (α(t)z
∗−α∗(t)z)
and 〈x|y〉 = Exp[ 12 (|x|2+|y|2−2x∗y)] denotes the overlap
of two coherent states of the bosonic field. The popula-
tions pe are time-independent since the system undergoes
a pure dephasing process and are given by
pe =|b1|2|u11|2 + |b1|2|u12|2C−2λ
·
{
(1− λ)2 + λ2 + 2λ(1− λ)Re〈z|0〉
}
+ 2C−1λ Re
[
b1b
∗
2u11u
∗
12(1− λ+ λ〈z|0〉)
]
. (10)
As mentioned previously, a nonzero value of λ in (7)
results in an entangled total state so that the state of the
3open system is mixed. Our further analysis focuses on
distance measures applied to the reduced states (8). The
reduced open system states are clearly functions of both
time and λ so that the considered measures will also have
this dependence. This is particularly convenient since
we can thus control the strength of the initial system-
environment correlations by tuning λ.
The goal of our analysis is to study the sensitiv-
ity of different distance measures regarding initial
system-environment correlations in the reduced system
dynamics. These correlations may be witnessed by an
increase of the distance between two open system states
above their initial value [14]. Following Ref. [19], we
quantify the distance between two generic states ρ1 and
ρ2 by four different measures [2, 22, 23]:
The trace distance
DT (ρ1, ρ2) =
1
2Tr
√
(ρ1 − ρ2)2 , (11)
the Bures metric
DB(ρ1, ρ2) =
√
1−
√
F (ρ1, ρ2) , (12)
the Hellinger distance
DH(ρ1, ρ2) =
√
1− Tr(√ρ2√ρ1) , (13)
and the Jensen-Shannon divergence
DJ(ρ1, ρ2) =
√
S
(ρ1 + ρ2
2
)
− 12S(ρ1)−
1
2S(ρ1) , (14)
where F (ρ1, ρ2) =
(
Tr
√√
ρ2ρ1
√
ρ2
)2 denotes the fidelity
of two quantum states and S(ρ) = −Trρ ln ρ is the well-
known von Neumann entropy. We normalize all distance
measures so that they obey 0 ≤ Dk(ρ1, ρ2) ≤ 1 (k =
T,B,H, J) for all quantum states ρ1 and ρ2.
In what follows, we fix the energy splitting of the sys-
tem and the frequency of the bosonic bath as well as the
coupling strength of the Hamiltonian (5) to  = 1, ω = 1
and g0 = 0.1 . Moreover, we choose a coherent state |z〉
with z = 1 for the field state present in |Ωλ〉.
III. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT
MEASURES
In order to compare the different sensitivities regarding
initial system-environment correlations, we compute for
each of the measures (11)-(14) the change over time of
the distance between an uncorrelated (λ = 0) and a λ-
correlated reduced state. That is, we consider
∆Dk(λ, t) = Dk
(
ρλS(t), ρ0S(t)
)−Dk(ρλS(0), ρ0S(0)) , (15)
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Figure 1. (Color online) Plot of ∆Dk(λ, t) for k = T,B,H, J
(from top to bottom; a)-d)) as a function of time t for different
values of the correlation parameter λ. The state of the open
system is given by the marginal of the time evolved pure state
(6) with b1 = b2 = 1/
√
2.
4for k = T,B,H, J . If this quantity is positive for some
time t and (nonzero) value of λ, the corresponding mea-
sure is able to reveal initial correlations in the total state
|ΨλU (0)〉 in the relative evolution of ρλS and ρ0S .
As a first subclass of initial states we consider those
analyzed in Ref. [19]. The open system state is thus
given by the marginal of the time evolved pure state (6),
ρλS(t) = TrE |Ψλ(t)〉〈Ψλ(t)|(= TrE |Ψλ1(t)〉〈Ψλ1(t)|), with
b1 = b2 = 1/
√
2. Fig. 1 shows the time evolution of
the four quantities ∆Dk(λ, t) for some special values of
λ. Note that, due to the finiteness of the environment,
the implemented atomic dynamics is periodic. Thanks to
our particular choice of the Hamiltonian parameters the
period of the dynamics is 2pi. The time evolutions of the
distance measures presented in Fig. 1 are different from
the plots given in Ref. [19], where the authors seem to
have plotted the absolute value of ∆Dk(λ, t) which does
not provide any detailed information on the capability of
witnessing initial correlations.
Some important features of the plots in Fig. 1 are
worth noticing: the Bures metric and the Hellinger
distance never increase above their initial values, i.e.
∆DB,H(λ, t) ≤ 0 ∀λ, t and are thus not capable to de-
tect the initial system-environment correlations present
in one of the considered states. The same holds true for
large values of λ for the two other distance measures but,
for sufficiently small values of λ, the trace distance and
the Jensen-Shannon divergence show an increase above
their initial values. The transition regarding the capa-
bility of detecting the initial correlations takes place at
λTcrit. ≈ 0.4 and λJcrit. ≈ 0.2 for the trace distance and the
Jensen-Shannon divergence, respectively.
In order to extend the study of this special behavior of
the different distance measures and to reveal some generic
features, we performed a numerical analysis on the same
class of states (cf. Eq. (6)). Sampling randomly over
many different pairs of amplitudes {b1, b2} ∈ C2 such that
|b1|2 + |b2|2 = 1, we checked for universality in the time
evolutions related solely to the general structure of the
initial states rather than to the particular values of the
superposition amplitudes. We generated 5 · 104 pairs of
random values {b1, b2} and investigated the occurrence of
a positive ∆Dk(λ, t) for each of the corresponding states.
This means that the specific distance measure increases
at least for a single time interval [tki , tkf ] above its initial
value for a given value of λ. Fig. 2 shows the relative fre-
quency fk of the occurrence of an increase as a function
of the correlation parameter λ. The Bures metric and the
Hellinger distance have a zero frequency of increase for
all λ. Thus, there is strong numerical evidence that these
two distance measures generally cannot detect the initial
system-environment correlations present in any state of
the form of equation (6) and for any value of λ. On the
other hand, the trace distance and the Jensen-Shannon
divergence show a transition in the capability of witness-
ing initial correlations. While an increases of the trace
distance and the Jensen-Shannon divergence above their
respective initial value is very likely for λ  1, these
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Figure 2. (Color online) Plot of the probability of an in-
crease fk(λ) (k = T,B,H, J) above the initial value of the
considered distance measures for reduced states given by the
marginals of the states |Ψλ(t)〉 (cf. Eq. (6)) and randomly
sampled superposition amplitudes b1 and b2. The lines show
the fraction of states in the simulations, having a positive
∆Dk(λ, t) for each fixed λ and for at least one t ∈ [0, 2pi).
two measures cannot detect the initial correlations for
large values of λ although the strength of the initial cor-
relations is a monotonically increasing function of λ, as
mentioned previously. Hence, only sufficiently weak ini-
tial system-environment correlations in states of type (6)
can be witnessed by these two distance measures. The
transition from fT,J ≈ 1 to fT,J = 0 is very smooth for
the Jensen-Shannon distance while fT shows a relatively
sharp transition at λTtrans ≈ 0.4 which is very close to
the value found previously for the choices of superposi-
tion amplitudes b1 = b2 = 1/
√
2 . Hence, there is nu-
merical evidence that the capability of the trace distance
to detect initial correlations is almost unaffected by the
choice of the superposition amplitudes and, therefore, the
threshold in λ resembles a generic feature solely related
to the general structure of the initial state. A physical
interpretation of this threshold is discussed later on in
Sec. IV.
We want to point out that our findings contradict the
claim stated in Ref. [19] that all distance measures show
an increase above their initial values for all λ in the case
of a finite-dimensional environment. The respective time
evolution of the different distance measures displayed in
Fig. 1 show the correct behavior and conflict those pre-
sented in Ref. [19]. Moreover, we stress that neither the
lower nor the upper bound for the change ∆DT (t′, t, ρ1,2)
of the trace distance of two states ρ1 and ρ2 at times t
and t′ given in [12, 13, 17] can fully explain the observed
behavior of ∆DT (λ, t). Only for small values of λ these
criteria provide some information about the possible in-
crease of the trace distance above the initial value.
In the rest of this section we generalize our studies
and investigate whether the particular behavior found
for states given by (6) (cf. Fig. 2) are maintained also
for different types of initial states. We thus extend our
5simulations to the following two classes of total initial
states,
|Ψλs (0)〉 = b1|e〉 ⊗ |Ωλ〉+ b2|g〉 ⊗ |0〉 , (16)
and
|Ψλx(0)〉 = b1|1x〉 ⊗ |Ωλ〉+ b2| − 1x〉 ⊗ |0〉 , (17)
which are obtained from Eq. (7) for special choices of lo-
cal unitaries U . Here, | ± 1x〉 refers to the eigenstate of
σx corresponding to the eigenvalue ±1. States given by
Eq. (16) are obtained from Eq. (6) by a swap of the field
states, so that the two vectors (|e〉 ⊗ |Ωλ〉 and |g〉 ⊗ |0〉),
which are involved in the superposition, are characterized
by very different mean values of the total energy. The sec-
ond class of states (cf. Eq. (17)) describes, on the other
hand, a different initial preparation of the total state in
which entanglement is created between the system and
the environment by energy exchange with the σx degrees
of freedom of the spin system. For both classes we per-
formed a simulation analogous to the one reported for the
states (6): we sampled 5·104 random values for b1 and b2,
satisfying the normalization |b1|2+|b2|2 = 1, and checked
for the occurrence of a positive value of ∆Dk(λ, t) for
some instants of time for any given value of λ. The re-
sults of these simulations are shown in the two upper
plots, a) and b), of Fig. 3 .
Some interesting features appear for the considered
types of total initial states. For the swapped states |Ψλs 〉
(cf. Fig. 3 a)), there is no λ-threshold for the trace dis-
tance and, in addition, the probability of increase fT
is always approximately unity whereas the Bures metric
and the Hellinger distance show again a constant, van-
ishing frequency of increase and are thus also insensitive
to initial correlations in this setup. The Jensen-Shannon
divergence, on the other hand, exhibits a monotonic in-
crease of its capability of witnessing the initial corre-
lations, starting from almost vanishing frequency of in-
crease, which grows almost linearly with λ.
On the other hand, for the states in the σx-eigenbasis
all distance measures are able to reveal the initial corre-
lations in the total state |Ψλx(0)〉 (cf. Fig. 3 b)). How-
ever, the relative frequency of increase of the trace dis-
tance and the Jensen-Shannon divergence is significantly
higher for all values of λ than the one corresponding to
the Bures metric and the Hellinger distance. The Bures
metric has the smallest probability to reveal the system-
environment correlations in the total initial state but its
frequency of increase grows monotonically with λ. The
Hellinger distance shows the same functional dependence
with respect to λ, emphasizing that the four distance
measure group into pairs: our results suggest that the
trace distance and the Jensen-Shannon divergence are
strongly connected regarding the capability of witness-
ing initial correlations and the same holds for the two
other measures. The similarity between the Bures metric
and the Hellinger distance is actually not so surprising as
both measures depend essentially on the product of the
square roots of the two input states (cf. (12) and (13)).
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Figure 3. (Color online) Plot of the frequency of increase
fk(λ) (k = T,B,H, J) of the considered distance measures
for the marginals of the states |Ψλs (t)〉 (a)), |Ψλx(t)〉 (b))and
|ΨλU (t)〉 (c)) (cf. Eq. (16), (17) and (7), respectively) with
randomly sampled superposition amplitudes b1,2. For |ΨλU (t)〉
the sampling is extended to local unitaries U distributed with
respect to the Haar measure.
Finally, in the lowermost plot, Fig. 3 c), we present
the results of the numerical simulation for the most gen-
eral total initial states given by Eq. (7) with arbitrary
weights {b1, b2} and local unitaries U . In this case, we
6sampled not only random values for the superposition
amplitudes but also random local unitaries U , distributed
with respect to the Haar measure, and determined a po-
tential increase of these random states. The sample size
for this simulation is again 5 · 104. The considered dis-
tance measures again group into pairs and the proba-
bility of witnessing the correlations present in the total
initial state is significantly higher for the trace distance
and the Jensen-Shannon entropy than for the Bures met-
ric and the Hellinger distance. While the probability of
an increase above the initial value as a function of λ is
again almost unity for the trace distance, the frequency
of increase for the Jensen-Shannon divergence increases
again monotonically with λ approaching unity. More-
over, one clearly observes the similarity between Fig. 3
b) and c). We conclude from this that the states in the
σx-eigenbasis given by (17) describe very well the quali-
tative behavior of the general class of states |ΨλU (0)〉 on
average, and the firstly considered states (6) and (16) are
exceptional. Moreover, we infer that the particular fea-
tures of the different distance measures are not related
to a special choice of U rather than to the implemen-
tation of the correlations, that is, the structure of the
environmental states in the total initial state.
The fact that the frequency of increase of the trace
distance fT (λ) is mostly considerably larger than that
of the Bures metric fB(λ) is somehow surprising. As
shown previously, the trace distance is a witness for initial
system-environment correlations [14, 15] due to inequal-
ity (4). We show in the following that the Bures metric
(12) obeys the same inequality, so that these two dis-
tance measures share indeed the same features. The first
two properties needed to derive inequality (4), the trian-
gle inequality (2) and the contractivity under CPT-maps
(3), are clearly satisfied by the Bures metric. The last
property, which is required in order to show that a dis-
tance measure is a witness for initial system-environment
correlations, is the subadditivity, i.e.
DB(ρ1 ⊗ σ1, ρ2 ⊗ σ2) ≤ DB(ρ1, ρ2) +DB(σ1, σ2) . (18)
In order to show this inequality for the Bures metric one
considers the real function
Q(R,S) =
√
1−
√
R+
√
1−
√
S −
√
1−
√
RS , (19)
where R,S are real-valued and satisfy 0 ≤ R,S ≤ 1.
It is straightforward to prove that Q(R,S) ≥ 0 for all
allowed choices of R and S. Since the fidelity F satis-
fies 0 ≤ F (ρ1, ρ2) ≤ 1 for any two states ρ1, ρ2 by its
very definition, one can identify the real numbers R and
S with the fidelity of some specific pairs of states, i.e.
R = F (ρ1, ρ2) and S = F (σ1, σ2). In this way, one ob-
tains a non-negative function Q(ρ1,2, σ1,2) ≥ 0 of any
four quantum states. This condition, however, can be
rewritten as√
1−
√
F (ρ1, ρ2)F (σ1, σ2)
≤
√
1−
√
F (ρ1, ρ2) +
√
1−
√
F (σ1, σ2) .
(20)
Exploiting the well-known property
F (ρ1 ⊗ σ1, ρ2 ⊗ σ2) = F (ρ1, ρ2)F (σ1, σ2) , (21)
of the fidelity and the definition of DB (12), one easily
sees that Eq. (20) is equivalent to (18) which thus holds
for any choice of quantum states. Hence, the Bures met-
ric is subadditive and, therefore, also a proper witness for
initial correlations in the sense of Refs. [14, 15], like the
trace distance. Nevertheless, our previously presented
results show that (at least for the particular model con-
sidered in this work) the sensitivity of the Bures metric
regarding initial system-environment correlations is much
weaker than the one of the trace distance.
IV. CORRELATIONS AND TRACE DISTANCE:
A PHYSICAL PICTURE
Out of the two distance measures which are proven
to be witnesses for initial system-environment correla-
tions, the trace distance is, as shown in Sec. III, more
sensitive for the considered model. In addition, it also
shows a much richer structure as a function of λ and
time. The most prominent feature of the trace distance
is the threshold in λ (cf. Fig. 2), sharply separating two
phases in the time evolution. Although this behavior is
generic for the entire class of initial states of type (6) we
focus now on the firstly considered class of states with
equal weights b1 = b2 = 1/
√
2 and turn to a physical
analysis of this features.
As mentioned before, initial correlations in the states
(6) are a monotonically increasing function of λ. This can
be shown by evaluating the concurrence C(ρSE) [24, 25]
of the total system state defined by
C(ρSE) =
√
2
(
1− P (ρS)
)
, (22)
where P (ρS) = Trρ2S is the purity of the reduced system
state ρS = TrEρSE . Hence, the concurrence vanishes
for any pure reduced states and is equal to unity for
any maximally mixed reduced states which correspond to
factorizing and maximally entangled total states, respec-
tively. Fig. 4 shows the quantity C(λ, t) ≡ C(|Ψλ(t)〉) as
a function of λ and t, where |Ψλ(0)〉 is given by (6) with
b1 = b2 = 1/
√
2. It can be readily seen that the initial
value of the concurrence (t = 0) increases monotonically
with λ. Moreover, the concurrence has a threshold in λ
similar and, in addition, close to the one found for the
trace distance DT for this class of states. The change of
behavior visualized by the black line in Fig. 4 is charac-
terized by the transition from a monotonically increasing
concurrence from time zero to t = pi to a monotonically
decreasing evolution of the concurrence. That is, entan-
glement quantified by C increases in time up to t = pi
only for small values of λ (λcrit. ≈ 0.34), while for higher
values of λ the entanglement between system and en-
vironment cannot be enhanced during the evolution of
time, i.e. the concurrence decreases.
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Figure 4. (Color online) Plot of the concurrence C(|Ψλ(t)〉)
as a function of the correlation parameter λ and time t. The
black line indicates the transition where the concurrence does
not increase above its initial value anymore.
This transition from an increasing to a decreasing time
evolution of the concurrence may be explained in terms
of the entangling power of the unitary dynamics: roughly
speaking, the higher the initial correlations in the total
state are, the less probable it is for the unitary total dy-
namics to create even more entanglement. This is due
to the fact that it is less probable for the target state
of the evolution to be more entangled than the initial
one. From Fig. 4 one can see that the highest amount
of correlations created by the dynamics, i.e. the maxi-
mal value of the quantity C(λ, t)−C(λ, 0)) for t ∈ [0, pi],
is achieved when λ is zero which supports our conjec-
ture since the corresponding initial state factorizes. We
claim that the competition between initial entanglement
and dynamically created correlations is at the origin of
the transition detected for the concurrence and the trace
distance. The weaker the dynamics can entangle system
and environment, the less the trace distance will be able
to witness system-environment correlations as these cor-
relations are either only slightly created in time or even
completely destroyed.
Although this explanation can also be applied to the
swapped states |Ψλs (0)〉, it seems to fail for the states
in the σx-eigenbasis (17) as the concurrence always de-
creases from [0, pi]. However, for b1,2 = 1/
√
2, the total
initial state can be rewritten as
|Ψλx(0)〉 = 12
{
|e〉⊗(|0〉+ |Ωλ〉)+ |g〉⊗(|0〉−|Ωλ〉)
}
, (23)
from which one directly observes that the states has van-
ishing coherences for any value of λ as |0〉 + |Ωλ〉 and
|0〉 − |Ωλ〉 are orthogonal. Clearly, for two-level states
with fixed populations, states with zero coherences are
most entangled. The states (23) thus initially saturate
the upper bound for entanglement for the fixed popu-
lations determined by the value of λ. As the dynam-
ics is a pure dephasing process with respect to the σz-
basis, it introduces coherences and, therefore, reduces the
amount of entanglement. The concurrence can thus only
decrease.
V. A SPIN STAR MODEL
After having studied a two-level system coupled to a
bosonic bath in terms of initial system-environment cor-
relations, we now focus on a spin bath. We consider a sys-
tem of N +1 spin- 12 particles. One of the spins is located
at the center and is coupled to the N remaining spins,
which are labeled by an index k = 1, ...N with Pauli op-
erators σ(k), via a HeisenbergXY interaction [14, 26, 27].
This system is represented through the Hamiltonian
H = A0
N∑
k=1
(σ+σ(k)− + σ−σ
(k)
+ ) , (24)
where σ± and σ(k)± are the raising and lowering operators
of the central spin and the kth bath spin, respectively.
The Heisenberg XY coupling has been found to yield an
effective description for many physical systems such as
quantum dots [28], and cavity QED [29] to name just a
few.
The dynamics of the central spin is exactly solvable
so that we can study the detection of initial correlations
with respect to the previously defined distance measures
also for this model. For this purpose, we define an ini-
tially correlated total state similar to |ΨλU (0)〉 given in
Eq. (7) and perform the same analysis as done for the
single bosonic mode environment. The state reads
|ξλU (0)〉 =b1
(
u11|e〉+ u21|g〉
)⊗ |χ+〉
+ b2
(
u12|e〉+ u22|g〉
)⊗ |Fλ〉 , (25)
where
|Fλ〉 = C˜λ
(
(1− λ)|χ+〉+ λ|χ−〉
)
, (26)
with C˜λ = 1/
√
λ2 + (1− λ)2 ensuring the normalization
of the state, and |χ+〉 = |N2 , N2 〉, |χ−〉 = |N2 , N2 − 1〉
referring to two eigenstates of the total bath angular mo-
mentum ~J = 12
∑N
k=1 ~σ
(k) and its z-component Jz. As
before, |e〉 and |g〉 denote the two levels of the open quan-
tum system in its σz-basis. Finally, the constants uij are
the entries of the local unitary U which solely acts on the
open system Hilbert space.
The relative frequency of increase for the different mea-
sures is depicted in Fig. 5 . It shows that, also for the spin
bath, the trace distance is more suited to detect the ini-
tial system-environment correlations present in the states
|ξλU (0)〉 as it increases almost with certainty. However
the difference between the considered distance measures
is diminished. In comparison with the course of the fre-
quency of increase for the Bures metric and the Hellinger
distance for the first model, the evolution is reversed for
the spin star model yielding a monotonically decreasing
function of λ. That is, the stronger the correlations are,
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Figure 5. (Color online) Plot of the frequency of increase
fk(λ) (k = T,B,H, J) of the considered distance measures
for the marginals of the states |ξλU (t)〉 (cf. Eq. (25)) with ran-
domly sampled superposition amplitudes b1,2 and local uni-
taries U distributed with respect to the Haar measure. The
sample size is 5 · 104.
which are controlled by the parameter λ, the smaller is
the capability of these two measures to increase above
their respective initial values signifying the presence of
initial correlations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied the distance between quantum
states in the presence of initial system-environment corre-
lations with respect to four different distance measures:
the trace distance, the Bures metric, the Hellinger dis-
tance and the Jensen-Shannon divergence. Correlations
in quantum systems are an essential feature for many
applications of quantum information processing schemes
for which reason their detection is of particular inter-
est. Our study performed on a two-level system which
is coupled to a single mode environment, reveals funda-
mental differences pertaining to the qualitative behavior
of the considered distance measures. Performing numer-
ical studies we showed the distinguished rôle of the trace
distance with respect to the capability of witnessing ini-
tial correlations, compared to the Bures metric and the
Hellinger distance.
We illustrated that the trace distance is far better
suited to reliably detect initial correlations within the
reduced dynamics for the considered model and, in par-
ticular, for the studied structure of the correlations than
the three other measures. This is surprising as we could
show that the Bures metric satisfies the same inequalities
as the trace distance showing its potential capability of
witnessing correlations in the same way DT does. This
result is confirmed and strengthened by our findings for a
spin star model on which we performed similar numerical
studies. The outcome of our studies also suggests a cer-
tain relation between the trace distance and the Jensen-
Shannon entropy, on the one hand, and the Bures metric
and the Hellinger distance on the other hand.
In addition, we claim that there is a connection be-
tween the entangling capacity of the dynamics and the
trace distance. When initial correlations forbid a fur-
ther increase of entanglement quantified by the concur-
rence, the trace distance itself tends to decrease during
the time evolution. Hence, only for sufficiently weak cor-
relations in the class of initial states (6) the trace distance
is capable to uncover the initial correlations. We remark
that, since the total initial states are chosen to be pure,
the correlations in these states are indeed fully quantum.
The observed time evolution of the trace distance cannot
be completely explained by the recently derived upper
and lower bounds for the change of this distance measure
[12, 13, 17]. However, for sufficiently small correlations
quantified by λ these bounds provide some information
on the dynamics of the trace distance.
The present work reveals a special status of the trace
distance in comparison to the other measures. We con-
jecture that the relations found here are generic, showing
that the trace distance is much more sensitive to initial
system-environment correlations compared to the other
measures. However, further studies on the features of
these measures are required to give a complete and satis-
fying picture of their fundamental properties and differ-
ences.
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